
HOW TO WRITE A POLICY AND PROCEDURE HANDBOOK

Master Writing Policies, Procedures, Processes, and Work Instructions .. Parent handbook; Employee handbook;
Disaster and emergency procedure; Proof of.

Health and Safety. Write an introduction or "Forward" for your manual. This section of the manual will
outline the role of employees and how their positions fit into the overall organization. In certain cases, you
may want to skip certain steps on a detailed discipline process. With over a decade of experience advising
healthcare facilities, we have come to find that it is imperative that the final product must reflect the values of
the facility while outlining processes for day-to-day activities, and ultimately preventing risk. They act as
guides by explaining exactly how to take action in certain situations and when. Meal and rest periods Some
states set out specific time standards for meal periods and work breaks, and employers should clearly
summarize these standards in their manuals. It is recommended that in order to achieve a consistent look for
policies, the documents should embody the corporate logo, an appropriate legal disclaimer, and the inclusion
of all relevant policy sections. Well-thought-out and well-written policies also protect the legal interests of
your company. Write an initial draft After defining what you need to cover, you can begin your first draft.
Much of the work involves preparation and will take place before you even begin. Procedures, on the other
hand, define lower-level processes. Emergency Procedures. Some companies, such as those in the banking
industry, for example, are steeped in regulations and policies and, therefore, need a large amount of policies
and procedures. Essentially, they are the steps your employees need to take to adhere to your policies. Use a
template's table of contents as a place to begin, adding and subtracting sections according to your company's
needs. During this initial stage and throughout the writing process, you can use your table of contents as a way
to organize your manual. It is also possible to explore the wide range of content in our Knowledge Center or
request a no obligation demonstration to see PolicyManager in action. Are your employees guessing at what
your company philosophy is? We will delve more fully into formatting in a later chapter. In addition to acting
as guides, policies also provide a general strategy to leadership on how to handle various ethical issues as they
arise. What to do before you begin the writing process. Consult your attorney for suggested wordings of your
policy statement.


